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Dorset Coppice Group Board of Directors

Pete Moors – 01258 857523 (Chairman)
Dave Partridge – 01202 691860

Jim Bettle – 01258 818176
Rick Smith – 01935 891885

Mike Woodbridge – 01305 269879
Gill Snelson – 01963 23680

George Darwall – 01747 811888
Pete Snelson – 01963 23680

Forsale and Wanted

Spoon / crook knives I have a supply of left and right hand knives made
by Ben Orford available for sale at £30 each or £28 for group members.
Contact Paul Brayshaw 01202 603245.

If you have anything for sale or wanted please let the editor know so we
can publish details here.

Maiden’s Prayer Answered!
Following my piece in the 2009 issue about the difficulties of getting
new tools ground properly, the Hampshire cavalry galloped to the
rescue. Peter Lane arrived at the Bonsley Beanpole Bash with his
portable grindstone. New member Mark Smith finally has a billhook
with an edge on it, my own standby spar hook and axe are now in a
state fit for use, and other members likewise availed themselves of
Peter’s service. Many thanks to him and Peter Thorn who did the
hard work winding the handle. They’ve kindly offered to repeat the
performance on future Bonsley occasions, though it would still be
good to get our own grindstone if anybody can locate a suitable one.
George Darwall



Chairman's Jottings by Pete Moors
Hi Guy's and Gal's,
                               Sorry for not writing in the last issue, a case of
writers block and cold fingers. I hope everyone was able to get on
with it over what seemed a long cold winter. I must admit it wasn't
too great laying a hedge in a blizzard in an east wind that came all
the way from Siberia without slowing down.

                              One highlight of the winter was an invitation to
a Hampshire Group's meeting held at the Ancient Technology
Centre at Cranborne back in February. There they have a collection
of replica buildings from an Iron Age roundhouse, Romano British
Forge, and the magnificent Earth House. The latest addition is a
replica of a Viking long house, all timber construction, wattle and
daub walls and a roof of 25000 hand split chestnut shingles!  I
believe this is now open and they have had their first residential
school visit.  Peter Lane was running a spar making class and Pete
Jameson, Paul Vodden and Tim Gatfield were making charcoal in
mud up to your ankles. It was good to catch up with Tim. It had
been a long time since I had seen him. Many thanks to Hampshire
for the invitation. Perhaps there are more events that we can enjoy
together. Let me know what you think.

                               At our meeting in February Pete Thomas brought
up the issue of our appearances at shows. When we first started it
was thought to be a good idea to make our entry into shows free to
help members show their wares and advertise what they do. Many
of our members at that time had only just started and were not able
to afford some of the costs to exhibit. I think the same still applies
to some of our less experienced members who sometimes can spend
two days at a show for no return. That is pretty disheartening when
you have paid your fees, fuel costs and refreshments. As to the
content of the stand it all depends on who turns up and what they
do. There is also the argument of should we be paid for attending,



after all we are a part of the attraction. I encourage everyone who
attends to demonstrate what they do and show the public what they
are able to do. That is not so bad if your set up is portable e.g. spoon
carving does not need much material or tools but hurdle making
needs far more equipment and material which is not always easy to
transport. I can see both sides of the argument and I am sure it will
carry on for a time until we can get the right balance. Jim's excellent
effort in assembling the woodland products display and now be a
focal point at all the forthcoming shows. Many thanks to all those
who made contributions to the display. Suggestions for any further
show improvements to any board member please. Once again I
encourage all of you attending the shows this year to demonstrate if
they can and make it more interesting for the punters.

                             Our last meeting was on Thursday 20th May 2010
at Bonsley and our speaker was Emma Brawn from the Wildlife
Trust giving a talk on veteran trees and the Veteran Tree project.
Her presentation was excellent and both interesting and informa-
tive. That was followed by the AGM at which all the existing board
was re-elected with the addition of Gilly Snelson to take Alex
Groves position. I wish her well and I am sure she will be an active
member of the board. When the formalities were over we adjourned
outside where Jim, Jamie and Nick provided a handsome array of
local burgers and bangers, cheers guys.

                            The show season is now well under way and I am
sure every one is busy with those as well as Dorset Arts Week. I
wonder if that is another opportunity to show off our wares at
Bonsley in two years time? Elsewhere in this issue you will find a
list of the shows that DCG is attending as well as a list of summer
workdays and courses.

The next meeting is on Friday August 20th at Bonsley for the
Barbecue, see you there.   Happy wooding, Pete



From Letters, Living Woods Magazine,
March/April ‘10

I read your feature Wood Aid with mixed feeling, having run a
successful volunteer group in the ‘70s. Yes, volunteers can do very
satisfying and valuable work, whether for altruism or ulterior mo-
tive; I first met my wife in a pond! But today with a pension and
more time for woods, though I still volunteer occasionally, I gener-
ally find an alternative approach more efficient.
 I’m a ‘beer money hobbyist’, happy to sell hurdles to my neigh-
bours with no pretence of thereby earning a living. What’s wrong
with payment for honest work? Repeat business demonstrates its
quality. I clock longer hours than a typical volunteer because once
I’ve accepted a job I’m personally committed to finishing it. I can
tackle conservation problems ill-suited to volunteers on the one
hand and professionals on the other (the short length of privately
owned hedge in my village, say, miles from the nearest full-time
contractor but in desperate need of laying. If I wish I can even give
the proceeds to a worthy cause. Volunteer by all means, but don’t
let it inhibit you from finding paid work.
George Darwall
Reprinted from living woods magazine, with permission from
George. ed

Woodland Wonders
31 Salisbury Street, Fordingbridge,

 Hampshire,  SP6 1AB

If your passing through Fordingbridge, I can recommend a
look in, to this new shop, to see what Mel has in stock.

Lots of locally made goods from charcoal to picture frames.
A great advertisement for woodland craft, well done.



Bean Poles at Bonsley, a personal view.
By Pete Jameson

I started off at eight in the morning cutting gads, (the hazel having
been dropped previously), on a beautiful spring morning and the
bird song was punctuated by the lack of noise.  The farm is about
20 miles from Bournemouth airport and not what you consider
noisy, but the aviation flying ban, due to the volcanic ash in the
atmosphere, gave the countryside a further stillness.  As I walked
back down the track, gads over shoulder, I though, this is what it
must have been like in Grandfather’s time.
I then proceeded to meet up with a Hampshire Coppice Group
Member to share transport for the second half of this journey, have
a natter with the farm manager and then hand deliver something in
Blandford St Mary.  Being the St Mary end of Blandford, and now
almost late on parade, (apologises to all), I proceeded using the
Hunger Farm/Shepherd’s Corner route.   I had a good morning of
networking and made 50 spars and delivered 2 hay rakes to Jim
Bettle, so fulfilling the undertaking I made to help with his second
“Display Hurdles”.  This fulfilled my tasks of the morning and
returned home in the afternoon for child care duties.  If I had been
aiming to sell, I feel that I may have been disappointed.  On the way
off site, we took the scenic route to enjoy the woodland vista, along
the hairpin track and out of the bottom gate to Durweston.  Two
observations I would make; is the two stones placed across gate way
following traveller trouble.  You can get a car through, but it is tight
and the state of the track across the public car park had deteriorated,
over the winter, with deep pot holes.  As coppice workers we tend
to drive cars that are as valuable as the next repair bill, (apologies
to Dave Partridge, Mandy Joyce and Mandy Staple, whose cars are
way above that classification).  So perhaps, we are more tolerant of
pot holes and risk of scratching paintwork than the average motorist.
I feel the average motorist may have been put off; particularly
considering bumpy tracks at the beginning near a road do not tend



Hedges Capture Carbon too
By George Darwall

Planting woods sequesters carbon but, as at Templecombe (BVM
25/6/2010), it competes with other uses for land. So look after
places where trees grow already! Many existing woodlands are
neglected or under-managed to the detriment of both wildlife and
the climate. Numerous hedges are in terminal decline. Grandparents
recall a landscape of hedgerow trees. The elms died of disease but
where are all the trees – of any species – to replace them? Farmers
obliged to trim hedges mechanically find trees a costly obstruction.
Mechanical cutting ultimately damages the hedge itself, creating a
series of top-heavy bushes with holes beneath. Gaps develop when
elder bushes shade out their neighbours before dying themselves.
Deteriorating hedges, now so widespread, can be restored by the
ancient craft of laying. But skilled hand work is cripplingly expen-
sive for farmers with miles of hedges, akin to cars that have missed
not just one major service but several in succession.

Particular problems and opportunities are presented by a local
speciality: hedges entirely of hazel, a species once grown widely in
coppices for an important rural industry.

to improve with length, although this one does, with an exception
of a rain rut on the final bend.
Ready for our next event, I suggest we petition the landlord (F.C)
to do some track maintenance and make arrangements to borrow a
local tractor, with fore loader and lifting chain, to temporary move
one of the dragon’s teeth stones.  We also need to apply our minds
to some quick to erect, easy to take down, but effective sign posting
along the track.  This would reassure the timid that they are going
the right way.  Thank you for your time, I will now get off my soap
box and go and get the kids tea.



They themselves are linear coppices, designed to be laid in a
distinctive style every 7 years or so without any trimming in be-
tween. This allows valuable material to be harvested while main-
taining a barrier and protecting the vulnerable re-growth from
browsing. Such traditional management incurs the expense of fre-
quent laying, offset by the value of the by-products. Crucially in the
present context it allows hedgerow trees to be encouraged, and
ultimately harvested during one of the periodic laying's.

Irrelevant nostalgia in light of the costs?   Cash strapped farmers
could be forgiven for thinking so, but may find it realistic to restore
selected hedges. Other landowners with shorter boundaries - along-
side a garden or around a child’s pony paddock - can generally
afford to maintain them properly. What they need is advice on the
treatment necessary and local workers wanting small jobs. So here’s
the secret: while it’s difficult to work fast enough to earn a living
from hedge laying, the craft makes a rewarding leisure-time activi-
ty. It pays better than golf for all but the very gifted. As a hobby it
can supply more beer money than is good for your liver, or perhaps
butter the bread of your pension.

Many able-bodied people care about the environment. They
wouldn’t need a 7 year apprenticeship to lay hedges. Organisations
and individuals offer training (e.g. www.dorsetcoppicegroup.org.uk
). Novices learning the basics by teaming up with experienced
hands can be productive immediately: anyone can pull out brambles
or stoke a bonfire.

It’s easier, of course, to parrot the dated mantra that “bloody minded
farmers grub up hedges.” Hedges were indeed removed in the last
century, but digging for Victory wasn’t spite.
George Darwall



Food for Free Part 2
 by Paul Brayshaw

Continuing from the last issue we are going to continue a series of
articles covering foraging to suit the 4 seasons.  Part 2 is short
article based on a television series from a couple of years ago called
the ‘The Foragers Field Guide’.  This time we are looking at plants
that are around during the summer months.

Elderflower - commonly known as the ‘peoples medicine chest’
because every single part (bark, leaves, root, flowers and fruits) are
used for medical purposes.  The flowers are often used in skin
ointments and eye lotions, and they can be eaten straight form the
tree or included in salads.  They also make wonderful drinks, sauces
and add a summery flavour to deserts.

Meadowsweet - a natural painkiller containing salicin, an analge-
sic.  The leaves can also be made into an aromatic herbal tea and
were traditionally dried and used to add extra aromatic flavour to
port, claret and mead.

Comfrey - all three varieties (white, mauve and pink) are edible.  It
can be confused with foxglove when a young plant, but comfrey
leaves are bristly while foxglove leaves are soft and furry.  The
leaves and flowers can all be eaten, and when cooked the bristles on
the leaves soften.  Can be eaten as a vegetable, boiled like spinach.
Commonly known as ‘Knit Bone’, because it contains allentone
which stimulates the growth of bone, tendon or skin cells.

Silverweed - used as a root vegetable before potatoes became
popular in this country.  Its leaves can also be added to salads.

Clover - the flowers are very sweet and can be added to salads.



Wild Roses - often have a more delicate scent than garden roses,
and petals can be used to flavour tea or jam, and can also be added
to salads.

Burdock - its huge leaves can be mistaken for rhubarb.  The root is
used to make the traditional beer ‘dandelion and burdock’, and
although they can also be roasted, the soft leaf stems that start to
sprout in May are the best part for eating.  Peel of the outer layer,
which comes away in strings, and cook the inside section in the
same way as asparagus.

Elderflower Champagne
Ingredients
2 dozen sprigs of elderflower
Juice and zest of one lemon
600g granulated sugar
2 tbs white wine vinegar
4.5 litres of spring water

Method
Put the elderflower in a large bowl or basin and add the lemon juice
and zest.  Sprinkle the sugar on top and add the vinegar.  Cover with
the spring water and leave the solution to stand in a cool place for
at least 24 hours.  After that time remove the flowers and pour the
liquid through a sieve into bottles.  Leave to stand for about 2 weeks
before drinking.  But check the bottles after 10 days.

Gooseberry and Elderflower Fool
Ingredients
900g gooseberies
6 heads of elderflower
225g sugar
225ml custard (add a real vanilla pod for extra flavour)
284ml double cream



Firstly apologies for the lateness of this issue, like Pete’s writers
block I seam to have struggled to get enough copy to make the
newsletter viable this time, hence the time it has taken waiting
for bits and pieces to arrive in my  ‘inbox’.

I attended as a visitor Hampshires Wood Fair at Queen Eliza-
beth Country Park near Petersfield a couple of weekends ago.
What a fantastic show case it was for woodland craft.  Well
done to Toni  Brannon from HCCG for putting together a great
showcase of coppice crafts men and women.  My thanks to Paul
Vodden for letting me share his shade and tools for a couple of
hours, making a spoon!

I would like to thank all those who have sent in articles for use
in this issue, to those who have promised articles and photos
there is always next time.

Please send items for inclusion in the next newsletter to
paul@pbrayshaw.co.uk or 38 Chilfrome Close, Poole Dorset,
BH17 9WE by the end of September 2010.

Method
Put the sugar into a saucepan along with the elderflower's and the
gooseberries.  Add a splash of water so the fruit doesn’t catch the
bottom of the pan and simmer for about 15 minutes, or until the
gooseberries have gone mushy.  Remove the pan from the heat and
take out the elder flower stalks.  Mash up the gooseberries with a
fork.  Allow to cool.  Add the custard to the mixture and mix well.
Whip the double cream until it’s thick but not stiff.  Add to the
gooseberries.  Decorate with a fresh sprig of elderflower on top.
Chill in the fridge for an hour or so before serving.  Enjoy.



Diary Dates for 2010

Gillingham & Shaftesbury Show 18th August
Stock Gaylard Oak Fair 28th August

Dorset County Show 4 - 5th September
Stur. Newton Cheese Festival 11 - 12th September

Stour Valley Festival 18 - 19 September
Course Taster Day - Bonsley Wood 16th October

Could you let Vicki Woodbridge know if you wish to attend as a seller
or demonstrator  with the group, at any of the above shows so she can

add you to the list Tel: 01305 269879

Courses 2010

9th October Charcoal Burning
16th October Course Taster Day
Foraging Courses - Wild Food

21st or  22nd August & 25th Sept Branches, Berries & Seashore
2nd or 3rd Oct  16th or 17st Oct 21st Nov Fungi & Seashore Foraging

Hedge Laying in Autumn contact Pete Moors 01258 857523

Wood turning courses by arrangement in Dorchester
contact Mike Woodbridge 01305 269879

Beginners Spoon Carving workshop by arrangement
contact Paul Brayshaw  01202 603245

Newsletter Name

Sadly we were unable to discuss this at the AGM so we will stay
with what we have.


